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Abstract

On the basis of the Volmer–Tafel route of the hydrogen evolution reaction, and thermokinetic considerations involving H–H
interactions and stress fields of hydrogen in b-PdHx, we discuss the analytical and numerical effects of temperature on the loading
ratio, charging rate and self-stress for hydrogen absorption into electrodes of b-phase PdHx under galvanostatic and potentiostatic
charging conditions. It was found that changes in the loading ratio, overpotential and current density with temperature can be
expressed in terms of four parameters, i.e. enthalpies of adsorption and absorption of hydrogen on (into) palladium, and apparent
activation energies of exchange current density of the Volmer and Tafel reactions, in addition to the usual physical quantities such
as temperature and overpotential etc., although more factors are involved in the actual process. With increasing temperature, the
absorption process tends to be determined by the surface reaction and the self-stresses decrease under the galvanostatic charging
condition; however, the absorption time decreases but the self-stresses change slightly for the potentiostatic charging. Finally, our
theory is consistent with the available experimental results. © 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the past few years, some experiments have been
carried out on the effects of temperature on the loading
ratio and kinetics of hydrogen absorption into palla-
dium electrodes in the hydrogen evolution reaction
(her) [1–5]. Bernardini et al. [5] have found that the
atomic ratio of H to Pd, nH, decreases with temperature
by a slope of #nH/#T �−1.6×10−3 K−1 under the
galvanostatic charging condition, and #nH/#T�
−8.7×10−4 K−1 under the potentiostatic charging
condition with H3PO4 electrolyte and a temperature
range 25 to 175°C. As concerns the kinetics of the Pd�H
electrode, Riley et al. observed that the absorption time
decreases with increasing temperature [1]. Another re-
lated problem is that some experiments are carried out
at scattered temperatures around the ambient tempera-
ture [6–8], hence for the quantitative comparison be-
tween different results a temperature correction must be

taken into account. Although these temperature effects
can be explained qualitatively by the thermodynamics
of the Pd+H system [9,10] and the kinetics of the her
[11], there has been no quantitative analysis up to now.
In this paper, we will deal with this subject based on the
Volmer–Tafel route of the her and the kinetics of the
Pd�H electrode [9–14]. As was done in earlier papers
[13,14], we discuss only the behaviour of the b-phase
PdHx, although our theory can be extended to the solid
solution situation.

2. Model

Consider hydrogen absorption into a PdHx plate
electrode in the her (see Fig. 1). The plate thickness 2L
is small compared with the length and width (x−y
plane), which allows our analysis to be reduced to a
one-dimensional problem. The hydrogen atoms are ab-
sorbed symmetrically by both sides; this central symme-
try simplifies our discussion and only a half space needs
to be considered.
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At the outer surface there are three steps, i.e. the
Volmer, Tafel and penetration reactions, taking place
in the her at the same time [11,13]. The rates of the
Volmer, Tafel and penetration steps are:
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respectively. In the electrolyte solution, the dissolved H2

molecules that are produced in the Tafel reaction con-
gregate to H2 gas bubbles and escape to the gas phase
above the liquid level. We call this the congregation
reaction and its rate can be expressed as:
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In Eqs. (1)–(4), Ai is the Arrhenius frequency factor of
the rate constant for reaction i ; E is the electrode
potential; Ui is the activation energy of reaction i ; Ub is
the non-ideal interaction energy of H in the bulk of
b-PdHx, Ub=44.9 kJ mol−1 for both H and D [15,16];
Us is the heterogeneity energy of the Frumkin adsorp-
tion, its value depends on the additives in the elec-
trolyte and pH; VH is the partial molar volume of H in
b-PdHx, VH=1.55 cm3 mol−1 [14,17,18]; ai is the activ-
ity of substance i dissolved in the electrolyte solution;
fH2

is the fugacity of the H2 gas; ji is the current density
(cd) of reaction i ; nH is the H/Pd atomic ratio; r is the
surface roughness factor; 6C is the reaction rate of the
H2 congregation reaction; Gb=0.10 mol cm−3, the
maximum molar number of available sites for H per
unit volume of PdHx (expansion effect due to H inser-
tion is concerned [19]); Gs=2.20×10−9 mol H cm−2

[20], is the maximum molar number of available sites
for H per real unit area; bV is the transfer coefficient of
the Volmer reaction; u is the fractional surface coverage
of H on Pd; s is the self-stress and an expression for it
will be given below. The other symbols have their usual
meanings.

In Eqs. (1)–(4), the subscripts V, T, P and C denote
the Volmer, Tafel, penetration and congregation reac-
tions, respectively; O and R=H3

+O and H2O, respec-
tively, in acidic solution and at low negative
overpotential; otherwise, O and R=H2O and OH−,
respectively, in basic solution or at high negative over-
potential; + and − represent the anodic and cathodic
reactions, respectively.

For simplicity, we choose all of the symmetry factors
to be 1/2 in Eqs. (1)–(3). The transfer coefficient bV is
almost a constant and does not vary with temperature
at low overpotentials [21], and it changes with T at a
rate of −1.3×10−3 K−1 at high overpotential [22].
We will assume bV=1/2 and that it does not change
with temperature or overpotential. Because our atten-
tion is focused on the aspects of hydrogen absorption
into the electrode, all of the solute activities will be
assumed as constant although they actually change with
T [23,24] for constant molality concentrations of solute.
On the other hand, although there is no charge transfer
in the Tafel and penetration reactions, we still express
the reaction rate as a cd for comparison.

The self-stress s in Eq. (3) has the form [14,25,26]:
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where Y is Young’s modulus of Pd, Y=1.16×1011 Pa
[27]; n=0.39, Poisson’s ratio; DnH=nH−nH,0, nH,0 is
the homogeneous initial value of nH in b-PdHx.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of various steps in the process of
hydrogen absorption into a Pd plate electrode in the hydrogen
evolution reaction. In the figure, only a half space is presented due to
the central symmetry property of this system.
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Taking account of the mass balance on the Pd sur-
face, we obtain the time dependence of the adsorbed
hydrogen coverage:

du

dt
=

1
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( jT+ jP− jV) (6)

In the bulk of the b-PdHx electrode, the diffusion flow
of hydrogen has the form:
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where AD, the pre-exponential factor of the diffusion
coefficient, is 0.0113 and 0.0105 cm2 s−1 for H and D,
respectively; UD, the activation energy for H diffusion,
is 27.1 and 25.9 kJ mol−1 for H and D, respectively
[28,29]. Formulation of the starting equation for calcu-
lation of the time-space dependence of nH requires the
introduction of the flow equation into the mass balance
equation, Fick’s second law [30]:
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= −

1
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The inner surface boundary condition is the zero flux of
hydrogen, i.e. jD=0:

#nH

#z
=0, z=L (9)

At the outer surface:

jD= − jP, z=0 (10)

This equation couples the surface reactions with the
bulk process.

Eqs. (1)–(8) with the boundary conditions of Eqs. (9)
and (10) form the basis for all consequent and exact
treatments of hydrogen absorption involving tempera-
ture and self-stresses. These equations can be solved
numerically using, e.g. the method described earlier [14].

3. Results

In this section, we will discuss various effects of
temperature on hydrogen absorption into palladium
hydride electrodes for the topics of equilibrium state,
steady-state, absorption kinetics and diffusion induced
stress successively. Although our model is established
for plate shaped electrodes, the results of equilibrium
and steady states are shape independent.

3.1. Equilibrium state

Prior to detailed discussion of the situation of the her,
we focused on the equilibrium state. To be specific, the

electrode reaction is confined to the normal condition of
fH2

=1 atm and 0°C5T5100°C. The first assumption
means that the partial pressure of hydrogen is equal to
ambient, which can be accomplished by carrying out the
experiment under a H2 gas atmosphere or blowing
hydrogen gas from the bottom of the cell. Although
many experiments are employed without the blowing of
H2 gas and the initial state differs from this equilibrium
state, the hydrogen bubbles produced in the her makes
the H partial pressure approximately equal to 1 atm,
hence the corresponding equilibrium state is the same as
that in a hydrogen atmosphere. These choices of pres-
sure and temperature ensure the Pd+H system is in the
b-phase in equilibrium or in the her.

If the equilibrium case is considered where the net flux
becomes zero, from Eq. (1) we obtain:
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Combining Eqs. (2) and (4) gives:
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In Eqs. (11)–(14) and the discussion below, DSij and
DHij represent entropy and enthalpy changes from ideal
state i to ideal state j (dilute solution, no H–H interac-
tion being concerned), respectively. Subscripts b, g, i
and s represent hydrogen in Pd bulk, H2 gas, ionic state
(H3

+O or H2O) and surface adsorption state, respec-
tively. Of course, DSij= −DSji and DHij= −DHji. u0 is
the equilibrium surface coverage and E0 is the equi-
librium electrode potential. Eqs. (11) and (13) describe
the electrochemical and chemical adsorption isotherms
of H on Pd, respectively [11,20,31].

Combining Eqs. (11) and (13) gives:
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with
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! DSgi=DSgs+DSsi

DHgi=DHgs+DHsi

(16)

Because the reversible electrode potential E0 is deter-
mined by the hydrogen pressure, temperature and so-
lute concentration (or pH value), DSgi and DHgi must
be constant if these parameters are fixed although the
electrochemical and chemical adsorption parameters
may be modified by electrode surface properties. This
equation is another form for the potential of the re-
versible hydrogen electrode (RHE) as a function of the
hydrogen pressure, temperature and pH value. We can
obtain the change of equilibrium potential with temper-
ature from Eq. (15):

#E0

#T
=

1
FT

(FE0−DHgi) (17)

At the same time we can obtain exchange cds (per real
unit area) as functions of T. Contrary to ones expecta-
tion, it is the weak adsorption, not the strong adsorp-
tion, that dominates the H absorption into the b-PdHx

electrode, as has been verified experimentally and theo-
retically [11–13,21,32]. Therefore, the Frumkin adsorp-
tion reduces to the Langmuir type with Usu0�0 and
1−u0�1. Eliminating E0 between Eqs. (1) and (15)
gives the exchange cd of the Volmer step:
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exchange cd of the Tafel step:
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where the measurable quantities, U0V and U0T are ap-
parent activation energies of j0V and j0T, respectively. It
was observed that U0V=25–33 and U0T=27 kJ mol−1

in 0.5–1 M H2SO4 [21,22].
Eqs. (11)–(21) describe the equilibrium processes at

the outer surface of the Pd electrode; the remaining
processes are associated with the hydrogen absorption
into the electrode. Eq. (3) in equilibrium gives:
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The subscript sb represents the state transformation
from the surface adsorption to the bulk absorption. It
is easy to obtain the relationship between potential and
the loading ratio using Eqs. (11) and (22):
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In addition, eliminating u0 between Eqs. (13) and (22)
gives:
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Eq. (26) is exactly the isotherm of H absorption into
b-PdHx ; it was found that DSgb= −53.5 and −53.1 J
mol−1 K−1, and DHgb= −50.1 and −47.7 kJ mol−1

for H and D, respectively; Ub=44.9 kJ mol−1 for both
H and D [15,16]. Although changes in entropy and
enthalpy in each step may be influenced by the Pd
surface property or solution composition, their sums
must be constant values as indicated by Eq. (27). The
loading ratio change with temperature under a fixed
pressure is:

#nH
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DHgb+UbnH

RT2� 1
nH(1−nH)

+
Ub

RT
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which is −1.0×10−3 K−1 in Fig. 2(a), the curve j=0.
This curve is the isobar of H absorption into b-PdHx

under 1 atm pressure.
The above formulae except Eqs. (18)–(21) can be

extended to the situation of the a-phase with some
parameters adjusted when the hydrogen pressure is low
or the temperature is high enough. Because the strong
adsorption is the precursor for a-phase absorption, the
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Fig. 2. Effects of temperature on (a) the loading ratio and (b) the
overpotential for H absorption into a b-phase Pd�H electrode under
galvanostatic charging conditions. Current densities are shown beside
each curve. Mech. 1 and Mech. 2 represent the fast Volmer–slow
Tafel mechanism and coupled Volmer–Tafel mechanism, respec-
tively. The parameters: A+VaR=4.13×108 s−1, A−VaO=1.60×
1011 s−1, A+TA+C/A−C=6.24×1011 cm2 atm−1 mol−1 s−1,
A−T=3.51×1025 cm2 mol−1 s−1, A+P=1.25×108 cm3 mol−1

s−1, A−P=1.58×1012 cm3 mol−1 s−1; U+V=94, U−V=0,
U+T+U+C−U−C=27, U−T=83, U+P=42, U−P=20, Us=15
kJ mol−1; r=1, fH2

=1 atm.

3.2. Steady-state hydrogen absorption

In the steady-state, the hydrogen produced in the
Volmer step is removed uniquely by the Tafel reaction,
i.e. j= jV= jT; the self-stress disappears and the pene-
tration reaction reaches equilibrium. Like Eq. (22), we
may write:
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At the same time, we suppose the congregation reaction
to be in equilibrium in each case. Because there are two
mechanisms of the her, i.e. the fast Volmer–slow Tafel
type at low cd in acidic solution and the coupled
Volmer–Tafel type in basic solution or at high cd in
acidic solution, taking place on the Pd electrode, we
will discuss the steady-state absorption in these two
situations successively.

3.2.1. Fast Volmer–slow Tafel mechanism
In this case, the Tafel step is irreversible but the

Volmer reaction is in pseudo-equilibrium. Like Eqs.
(11) and (24), we obtain
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Because the overpotential is low, the value of u is small
and the adsorption can be simplified to the Langmuir
type as in the discussion about j0V and j0T. Introducing
Eq. (30) into Eq. (2), we have:
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This polarisation relation gives the well known Tafel
slope of RT/2F. Similarly, substituting Eq. (29) into Eq.
(2) gives:
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exchange cds and the corresponding activation energies
have other forms. Two different types of surface state,
strong adsorption for the a-phase and weak adsorption
for the b-phase, play key roles in different ranges of
chemical potential and they jointly make the Pd func-
tion as a good catalyst. For the situation of the a+b
mixed phase, the potential does not change with the
hydrogen loading ratio and it must be treated by other
methods such as those discussed in Ref. [33].
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which describes nH as a function of j.
For galvanostatic charging, we obtain the loading

ratio change with temperature using Eq. (33):
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which is −1.2×10−3 K−1 in Fig. 2(a). From Eq. (32),
we obtain the change of potential with temperature:
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The overpotential, h=E−E0, change with temperature
can be obtained by combining this equation with Eq.
(17):
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which is −0.14 V in Fig. 2(b).
For potentiostatic charging (h=constant), the load-

ing ratio change with temperature can be obtained by
combining Eqs. (17) and (31):
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which is −9.1×10−4 K−1 in Fig. 3(a). Because this
her mechanism is valid while the value of h is very
small, the contribution of Fh can be omitted in this
equation. By comparing Eq. (38) with Eq. (28), we find
the loading ratio decreases somewhat more slowly than
in the equilibrium case because an additional positive
numerator −DHgs appears in Eq. (38). The cd change
with temperature can be obtained by combining Eqs.
(17) and (32):
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= −0.4343
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which is −1.4×103 K in Fig. 3(b). In this equation,
the term 2Fh is omitted as it is much less than U0T.

3.2.2. Coupled Volmer–Tafel mechanism
When the her is far from equilibrium, −E�RT/F

and both the Volmer and Tafel steps are completely
irreversible. The adsorption follows the Frumkin type
at intermediate surface coverage; this means the expo-
nential term is prominent in the hydrogen adsorption
isotherm. Eliminating the factor exp(Usu/RT) between
Eqs. (1) and (2) gives:
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This equation gives a Tafel slope of 3RT/F as discussed
earlier [11,34]. At the same time, eliminating exp(Usu/
RT) between Eqs. (2) and (29) gives:

j= − j−T= −2r2G s
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This equation describes the relation between j and nH.

Fig. 3. Effects of temperature on (a) the loading ratio and (b) the
current density for H absorption into a b-phase Pd�H electrode under
potentiostatic charging conditions. Overpotentials are shown beside
each curve. Mech. 1 and Mech. 2 represent the fast Volmer–slow
Tafel mechanism and coupled Volmer–Tafel mechanism, respec-
tively. The other parameters are the same as those of Fig. 2.
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From the equality of j−V= j−T, we have:
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Combining this equation with Eq. (29) gives:
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which describes nH as a function of E.
For galvanostatic charging, j in Eq. (42) is constant.

The partial derivative of the logarithm of Eq. (42) with
respect to T gives:
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which is −2.4×10−3 K−1 in Fig. 2(a). In the deduc-
tion, the contribution originating from the term u(1−
u) is omitted as it is a slowly varying quantity.
Similarly, we obtain the potential change with T by Eq.
(41):
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Combining this equation with Eq. (17), we obtain the
change of overpotential, h=E−E0, with temperature:
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which is −1.5 V in Fig. 2(b).
For potentiostatic charging (h=constant), com-

bining Eqs. (17) and (44) gives the loading ratio change
with temperature:
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which is −7.4×10−4 K−1 in Fig. 3(a). Changes of cd
with temperature can be obtained from Eqs. (17) and
(41):
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2U0V+U0T−2DHgs+Fh

3RT2 (50)

or

# log(− j )
#(1/T)

= −0.4343
2U0V+U0T−2DHgs+Fh

3R
(51)

which is −2.1×103 K in Fig. 3(b).
Figs. 2 and 3 show changes of nH, h and j with T

based on Eqs. (1)–(4) under galvanostatic and poten-
tiostatic charging conditions, respectively. The related
parameters, noted in the caption of Fig. 2, result in
u0=0.01, j0V=1 mA cm−2, j0T=0.01 mA cm−2 and
j0P=100 mA cm−2 at 298.15 K. These choices ensure
that the adsorption in equilibrium is weak; the her
follows the fast Volmer–slow Tafel mechanism, while
− j51 mA cm−2, or the coupled Volmer–Tafel mech-
anism, while − j�1 mA cm−2, around the ambient
temperature; and the penetration reaction is in pseudo-
equilibrium in the her. The activation energies are
chosen to ensure that U0V=33 kJ mol−1, U0T=27 kJ
mol−1 and DHgb= −50 kJ mol−1 as observed experi-
mentally [15,21,22]. All of these parameters are ad-
justed to simulate the her in the aqueous acidic solution
under the ambient pressure, although our method and
conclusion are beyond this confinement.

For the situation of galvanostatic charging shown in
Fig. 2, we find the amplitude of #nH/#T increases with
increasing cd and/or decreasing temperature. The de-
pendence of #nH/#T on T is easy to understand using
Eqs. (28), (34) and (45), in which the amplitude of
#nH/#T is inversely proportional to T. As far as the
effect of cd is concerned, we find the her changes from
the equilibrium state to the fast Volmer–slow Tafel
mechanism and up to the coupled Volmer–Tafel mech-
anism with increasing cd, and the corresponding #nH/
#T is expressed by Eqs. (28), (34) and (45), respectively.
Because the terms DHgb+UbnH, DHgs and U0T in the
numerators have the same sign (B0), so the increase of
�#nH/#T � with cd is obvious. As concerns the overpoten-
tial, we find that the slopes shown in Fig. 2(b) decline
significantly when the mechanism of her changes from
the fast Volmer–slow Tafel type to the coupled
Volmer–Tafel type ( j increases or T decreases), as
indicated by Eqs. (37) and (48). At the same time, this
result indicates that the amplitude of overpotential will
decrease with temperature under the galvanostatic
charging condition.

For the results of the potentiostatic charging shown
in Fig. 3, we find that the magnitude of #nH/#T is less
than the equilibrium and galvanostatic cases, i.e. #nH/
#T changes from −1×10−3 K−1 to −7.4×10−4

K−1, while the her changes from the equilibrium to the
coupled Volmer–slow Tafel mechanism, as indicated by
Eqs. (28), (38) and (49). At the same time, #log(− j )/
#(1/T) shown in Fig. 3(b) changes from −1.4×103 K
to −2.1×103 K, as indicated by Eqs. (40) and (51).
The slopes change more gently in Fig. 3(b) than in Fig.
2(b).
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Fig. 4. Effects of temperature on (a) the half absorption time t and
(b) the maximum self-stress under galvanostatic charging conditions.
The current density and plate thickness are shown beside each curve,
the initial condition is the equilibrium state, the other parameters are
the same as those of Fig. 2.

overpotential ensures that the chemical potential of H
in Pd changes more slightly with T, so nH changes less
with T than in other cases.

By comparison of our theory with the experimental
results given in Ref. [5], we find that #nH/#T�−1.6×
10−3 K−1 under the galvanostatic charging condition
and #nH/#T�−8.7×10−4 K−1 under the potentio-
static charging condition lie in the corresponding range
of our results shown in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a), respectively,
although the relevant experimental parameters are not
available. Also, the fact that nH decreases more rapidly
in galvanostatic charging than in potentiostatic charg-
ing supports other aspects of our theory.

3.3. Hydrogen absorption rate

The temperature affects the absorption rate as well as
the loading ratio [1]. To characterise this quantitatively,
we introduce the absorption ratio:

M(t) =
n̄H(t)− nH,0

nH,� − nH,0

(52)

with n̄H(t) and nH,� being the average and saturation
values of nH, respectively. We define the half absorption
time t at which M(t)=1/2; the value of t reflects the
mechanism of the absorption process [13,14]. We calcu-
late and show t at different plate thicknesses and
temperatures under galvanostatic and potentiostatic
charging conditions in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a), respectively.
For the galvanostatic charging situation shown in Fig.
4(a), we find that a higher temperature results in a
lower t value and hence higher absorption efficiency, as
was verified experimentally [1], and t approaches a
saturation value if T is large enough. This means that H
diffusion in the electrode is so fast that the interface
reaction becomes the rate determining step when the
temperature is high, so t approaches an asymptotic
value. When the plate thickness is small and/or the cd is
low, a relatively low temperature is sufficient to ensure
this mechanism, as discussed earlier [13]. In contrast, it
needs a relatively high temperature to reach the same
mechanism when L and/or j are large.

For potentiostatic charging (Fig. 5(a)), we find the
behavior of t changes with temperature and the plate
thickness is the same as that of the concentration step
diffusion, i.e. t 8L2 and t 81/D8exp(UD/T). This
means that the bulk process determines the kinetics of
hydrogen absorption. The small differences in t be-
tween different overpotential values with the same plate
thickness are caused mainly by different values of the
concentration step.

In the conventional treatment of hydrogen charging
into a electrode, the potentiostatic charging is approxi-
mated by H diffusion in the electrode with the
boundary condition of the concentration steps; and the
galvanostatic charging is considered as a diffusion

The change of nH with T has two origins: one is the
thermodynamic contribution as the isobar shown in
Fig. 2(a) or indicated by Eq. (28) and the same term
appeared in Eqs. (34), (38), (45) and (49); another is
caused by the kinetic process. By comparing Eqs. (34)
and (45) with Eqs. (38) and (49), we find that the
kinetic process contributes to #nH/#T negative and pos-
itive terms under galvanostatic and potentiostatic
charging conditions, respectively. This can explain the
difference between #nH/#T under these two conditions.
A crude but intuitive explanation can be used to under-
stand this difference. Because nH is determined by the
relative cd, j/j0T [13], or overpotential [11], so changes
in j/j0T and h reflect the change in nH in some way. For
galvanostatic charging, the exchange cd j0T increases
with T ; this makes j/j0T decreases with T, hence nH

decreases somewhat more rapidly than in the equi-
librium case. For potentiostatic charging, the constant
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problem with the boundary condition of constant flux.
Our results indicate that the former approximation is
effective because the penetration reaction is under
pseudo-equilibrium, but the validity of the latter as-
sumption depends on the temperature in addition to the
cd and plate thickness [13].

3.4. Self-induced stress

Earlier works revealed that hydrogen diffusion in Pd
will induce a stress, and it alters the kinetic process and
destroys the lattice when its magnitude exceeds the
yield stress of the sample [14,35–37]. On the basis of
Eqs. (1)–(10), we calculate the stress developed in
samples with various thicknesses and show the maxi-
mum stresses as a function of temperature in Fig. 4(b)
for the galvanostatic charging and Fig. 5(b) for the

potentiostatic charging. For galvanostatic charging, it
was found that an increase of temperature suppresses
the stress especially when values of L and/or j are small;
this means that a high temperature is in favour of the
preservation of the original state of the sample. The
reason is that H diffusion becomes the fast step and the
H concentration inhomogeneity decreases, so the maxi-
mum stress decreases correspondingly. On the other
hand, the maximum stress changes slightly with T,
while the plate thickness and/or cd are large.

For potentiostatic charging the hydrogen absorption
is controlled by H diffusion in Pd bulk and the maxi-
mum stress is determined by the H concentration step,
as discussed by Li [25], therefore, the maximum stress
changes slightly with temperature, as shown in Fig.
5(b).

In this paper, we discuss only the situation of hydro-
gen absorption symmetrically into Pd electrodes and do
not discuss the unsymmetrical absorption, as was done
in an earlier paper [14]. This is because the symmetrical
absorption will induce larger stresses than in the un-
symmetrical case, so the discussion about the former is
sufficient to illustrate the effects of temperature on the
stress.

In practice, Young’s modulus decreases with temper-
ature. Consequently, the induced self-stresses are less
than deduced in the present work, but the correspond-
ing half absorption time t is somewhat longer than in
the present work [14].

4. Discussion

In this paper, we discuss specifically the situation of
the her in the acidic solution; there is a change in the
her mechanism from the fast Volmer–slow Tafel type
to the coupled Volmer–Tafel type with increasing cd
(or overpotential). But for basic solutions, the valid cd
range for the fast Volmer–slow Tafel mechanism is
very narrow and even disappears; otherwise, the cou-
pled Volmer–Tafel mechanism dominates the her in a
wide cd range due to the small value of j0V/j0T and a
large heterogeneity energy Us [11,32]. Our method and
results can be applied to this situation with some
parameters modified. On the other hand, additives and
Pd alloy electrodes are always used to improve the
electrode performance for H absorption in experiments.
Their effects can be expressed by the same formulae
with some parameters also adjusted.

Because all of the symmetry factors and the transfer
coefficient in Eqs. (1)–(3) are chosen to be 1/2 and all
of the enthalpies and entropies do not change with
temperature, our results have a simple but ideal form,
i.e. the changes of nH, h and j with T are expressed in
terms of four quantities DHgb+UbnH, DHgs, U0V and

Fig. 5. Effects of temperature on (a) the half absorption time t and
(b) the maximum self-stress under potentiostatic charging conditions.
The overpotential and plate thickness are shown beside each curve,
the initial condition is the equilibrium state, the other parameters are
the same as those of Fig. 2.
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U0T besides the other usual parameters, although many
factors are involved. If non-ideal contributions of the
symmetric factor, transfer coefficient, enthalpy and en-
tropy etc. are concerned, a higher order approximation
is necessary but the analytical form may be more
complicated than that derived here.

In the paper, we discuss mainly the loading ratio
change with j (or E) under the galvanostatic (or poten-
tiostatic) charging condition. However, our theory can
be applied to the problem of maintaining the loading
ratio by increasing the amplitude of j or E at high
temperature. The solution is directly given by Eqs. (31),
(33), (42) and (44).

It must be pointed out that our theory is more
phenomenological than fundamental. A general treat-
ment should be based on the absolute rate theory
considering subtle effects of temperature on all aspects
of the Pd�H electrode process, e.g. the temperature
dependence of solute activity, the activation energy of
each step and other related issues. It needs more exper-
iment details also. However, our results give the pri-
mary effects and there is some experimental evidence
supporting our conclusions. Although a systematic ex-
perimental study on this subject has not been done up
to now, we hope our work can stimulate further re-
search on this issue.

5. Conclusions

On the basis of thermokinetics of the Pd�H electrode,
which includes various steps in the hydrogen evolution
reaction, diffusion and self-stress of H in Pd, we have
discussed the temperature effects on various aspects of
the hydrogen absorption. Our results indicate that the
loading ratio decreases with increasing temperature
for both galvanostatic and potentiostatic charging
conditions, and its amplitude depends on the charging
pattern, and the chemical and electrochemical parame-
ters of the Pd�H electrode. We have found that the
increase in temperature accelerates hydrogen absorp-
tion into palladium for both galvanostatic and
potentiostatic charging conditions. The self-stress de-
creases with increasing temperature for galvanostatic
charging, but it changes slightly for potentiostatic
charging. Finally, our theory fits the available experi-
mental results.

6. List of symbols

Arrhenius frequency factor of rate con-Ai

stant for reaction i
activity of substance i dissolved in theai

electrolyte solution
diffuison coefficient of H in Pd, cm2 s−1D

E electrode potential, V
reversible electrode potential, VE0

F Faraday constant, 96484.56 C mol−1

fugacity of H2 gas, atmfH2

hydrogen enthalpy change from idealDHij

state i to ideal state j, J mol−1

j current density, mA cm−2

ji current density of reaction i, mA cm−2

j0i exchange current density of reaction i,
mA cm−2

L plate thickness, cm
H absorption ratioM

nH H/Pd atomic ratio
nH,0 initial value of nH, it is the same as the

equilibrium value of nH in the paper
saturation value of nH in the absorptionnH,�

process
n̄H(t) average value of nH at time t

universal gas constant, 8.314 J mol−1R
K−1

surface roughness factorr
hydrogen entropy change from ideal stateDSij

i to ideal state j, J mol−1 K−1

T absolute temperature, K
time, st
non-ideal interaction energy of H in theUb

bulk of b-PdHx, 44.9 kJ mol−1 for
both H and D

activation energy of reaction i, J mol−1Ui

apparent activation energy of j0i, J mol−1U0i

heterogeneity energy of the Frumkin ad-Us

sorption, J mol−1

partial molar volume of H in b-PdHx,VH

1.55 cm3 mol−1

6C reaction rate of H2 congregation reaction,
mol s−1

Y Young’s modulus, Pa
z coordinate along the thickness direction,

cm

Greek symbols
bV transfer coefficient of the Volmer reaction

maximum molar number of available sitesGb

for H per unit volume of PdHx, 0.10
mol cm−3

maximum H molar number of availableGs

sites per real unit area, 2.20×10−9 mol
cm−2

overpotential, Vh

Poisson’s ration

fractional surface coverage of H on Pdu

value of u in equilibriumu0

s self-stress caused by hydrogen inhomo-
geneity distribution in Pd, Pa

maximum value of s, Pasmax

t half absorption time, s
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Subscripts

b state of hydrogen in Pd bulk
C congregation reaction
D H diffusion

state of hydrogen in H2 gasg
i state of hydrogen in ionic state

H3
+O in acidic solution and at low nega-O
tive overpotential, or H2O in basic so-
lution or at high negative overpotential

P penetration reaction
H2O in acidic solution and at low nega-R

tive overpotential, or OH− in basic so-
lution or at high negative overpotential

state of hydrogen adsorption on Pds
surface

T Tafel reaction
Volmer reactionV
equilibrium state0
anodic reaction+

− cathodic reaction
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